'The elliptic differential operator of mixed type is approximated' by the difference operator which includes seven points. The choice of these points is dependent on the sign of the coefficient of the mixed derivative. This causes some difficulties in applications. In this paper there is given a construction of an operator the form of which is independent of the sign of the coefficient and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of such an operator. It is also shown that this difference operator satisfies the difference maximum principle.
Introd action
'The elliptic differential operator of mixed type is approximated' by the difference operator which includes seven points. The choice of these points is dependent on the sign of the coefficient of the mixed derivative. This causes some difficulties in applications. In this paper there is given a construction of an operator the form of which is independent of the sign of the coefficient and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of such an operator. It is also shown that this difference operator satisfies the difference maximum principle.
Denotations and operators
Let be s rectangle Si given by the inequalities x ¿x ¿x , ° ° ^ -p~ p p' x • -x • p = 1 ,2; 36(x 1 ,x 2 ) e a = a or.
Define the steps h ± = 1 ~1 (n^ being the natural numbers) and the nesh-points X(x 1 -ih 1 , x 2 + jh 2 ), i,j = 0,1,... . Denote by r^, the set of mesh-points X belonging to , S2, T respectively. V7e denote:
Ap -the first central difference witn respect to the variable x . o P A' -the second central difference with rjsoect to the va-PF -ieble x p .
-233 - We consider the differential boundary problem 
-b2 + a > 0.
• 1 Pro of.
Prom (24) we have b2 < b^ and hence there exists a number a satisfying the inequality b2<a<b1 , which implies the conditions (25) and (26). Notice. The function W must satisfy the condition (28), in particular W(ï) = |a 12 (l)|
